
Questions? Connect with us!
+1 236-508-5004 or  sales@pacificoutdoorkitchens.com

Hidden leveling base for slopes up to 2” fits 
tight to the ground giving a customized look 
for your patio

Bottom openings inside the cabinets for easy 
plumbing and electrical connections

Knock out punches for ease of running electri-
cal, plumbing and gas lines

Built in hidden ventilation on top and 
underside of cabinets

Solid stainless door and drawer pulls
(standard dimension hole centers for easy 
customizations)

Cabinets bolt together in any configuration 
imaginable with ease

Soft close high-end door and drawer
hardware

Choose from 16“, 18”, 21”, 24”, 30”, 36”, 42”, 
48”, 60“ fridge modules and corner units

Most size options up to 36” come with the 
choice of 2 soft close doors with a 
stainless-steel shelf or 3 soft close drawers 
(some restrictions apply).

18” unit is also available with a slide out 
trash/recycle center

“Super durable” Powder coating on all 
aluminum components

Easy removal of all exterior panels, doors & 
drawer fronts, for replacement, re-powder 
coating and colour changes

Victoria, BC
Canada

@pacificoutdoorkitchens

www.pacificoutdoorkitchens.com



Pacific Outdoor Kitchens are designed, fabricated and assembled at our Victoria, British Columbia, 
Canada production factory. We utilize fiber laser and CNC based press brakes along with welding robot 
to accurately cut, bend, and weld with accuracy every time. Our kitchen design is a result of over two 
decade experience in building and installing outdoor kitchens.
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Our outdoor kitchen bodies are fabricated out of 304 stainless steel -- for ultimate durability and 
maintance -- which has been laser cut and precision bent to exact specifications every time. Each part 
has pressed in hidden fasteners to accept marine grade powder coated aluminum panels. Through our 
meticulous product design and engineering process we have fine tuned this product for both
functionality and style. 

Our outdoor kitchens feature powder coated aluminum exteriors, coupled with high-quality stainless 
steel interiors. Our outdoor kitchen use best in class accessories, such as Blum soft close door hinges. 
The ingenious design to level your kitchen takes into account most backyard patio undulations. The 
modular design allows for configurations to suit your style and budget.

Importantly, Pacific Outdoor Kitchens partners with only the top quality counter top, grill, and 
refrigeration manufacturers to make your outdoor dining and entertaining experience, exclusive to you. 

BUILT TO BE ENJOYED FOR GENERATIONS.

Black textured 59/81073

Rub Bronza 449/91610

Hartford Green 38/50110

Gold Brown 38/68192

Charcoal Grey 38/70780

Seashell White 38/10130

Questions? Give us a 
call! +1 236-508-5004

SCAN FOR MORE
COLOUR OPTIONS

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE

Our mission is to provide the highest quality products that are built to stand up
to the toughest climates and provide a beautiful design element to any home.
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Questions?
Contact your Premium Living Products 

Representative for further details.
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